
The Challenge

In 2015, Ohio Shared Information Services began the process of migrating from their 
QuickBooks accounting software to a new ERP that would offer the company greater 
flexibility and set the stage for future growth and innovation.

According to Ohio Shared Information Services CEO Tom Shannon, the company chose 
Microsoft Dynamics GP to manage their business data. A successful ERP implementa-
tion led to exploring new and better ways to handle paper and digital documents, and 
automate the processes supported by their new ERP.

“As we grew as a company, the month end process became much more complex and 
required a lot of different spreadsheets to reconcile the different accounts,” Shannon 
said. “It was really more about automating as many processes as possible and tighten-
ing down controls related to transactions.”

Beyond gaining control over data and processes, Shannon also recognized that man-
aging documents as part of the process was critical.

“There was still that paper side of things. So, our AP department would still typically 
have to do everything manually.”

The Solution

According to Shannon, Ohio Shared Information Services chose to implement Dynam-
ics GP along with the KwikTag enterprise content management system from ImageTag. 
As aresult, OSIS would be able to handle their business documents in a way that was 
streamlined and more efficient. KwikTag’s well established integration with Dynamics 
GP meant that OSIS could easily access relevant business documents within their ERP 
transaction records.

One key component in that decision was a third system that could integrate with Dy-
namics GP and KwikTag and eliminate the painful process of data entry and document 
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handling. That system was docAlpha; an intelligent document capture and digital 
transformation platform, from Artsyl Technologies.

In support of Shannon’s goal to OSIS’s automate accounts payable processes, docAlpha 
provided the ability to intelligently extract data from their vendor invoices. docAl-
pha monitor multiple document sources, including email inboxes, scanners and fax 
machines, extract data from received invoices, then input the documents and the data 
into KwikTag automatically.

KwikTag then used that data and related documents, to automate invoice matching, 
approval routing and G/L coding. Integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP meant that 
at the end of the workflow, the appropriate transactions, with supporting documents, 
were all available in their ERP system.

docAlpha, integrated with Dynamics GP and KwikTag, provided the critical intelligent 
capture component, allowing Shannon and Ohio Shared Information Services to get 
even more value and performance from the ERP and ECM systems they’ve invested 
time and money in.

The Results

According to Shannon, merging the capabilities of docAlpha, Dynamics GP and Kwik-
Tag has helped Ohio Shared Information Services to achieve a new level of control over 
their AP process, while maintaining or increasing efficiency.

Beyond simply supporting their existing AP process, KwikTag and docAlpha actually 
gave the OSIS AP team the flexibility to reinvent their process in a way that allowed for 
additional levels of accountability and control.

“With the new system in place, we can create process workflows that involve multiple 
people, with multiple departments and multiple levels of authority, without being 
over-burdened by complexity,” Shannon said, “KwikTag and docAlpha keeps it simple 
for us.”
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